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Cutting Tools/stretch wrapcutting tools

Stretch Wrap Cutters
Make any one of these three specialty cutters part of your stretch wrapping 
equipment to keep your workers safe and secure. They're easy to use and 
prevent loose blades in your warehouse. Sold individually.

KBLADE364U

Item# Description Size Color Material Price
KBLADE364U Disposable Film Cutter 6" x 1" Yellow Plastic $2.42
KBLADE700U HandyHooker® Strapping/String Cutter 6" x 1" Black Plastic $5.35
KBLADE701U SnappyHooker® Film/Foam Cutter 6" x 1" Yellow Plastic $7.78

Extra-Long Wrap Dispenser
Versatile, ergonomically designed dispenser lets you wrap high loads in 
a natural, forward working position with ease, and around pallet base 
without bending or back strain. Features tension control and a hand brake 
with capacities for: 12”, 15”, 18” or 20” rolls.

KEXTWRAP

Item# Size Material Price
KEXTWRAP 59" Metal $224.27

Hand Wrap Dispenser
The lightweight design with flexible rubber grip offers operator comfort and 
less fatigue for all-day use. With a tension control for desired stretch, the 
dispenser provides an ideal way to spiral stretch wrap pallet loads with 
capacity for 12”-20” roll widths, up to 8” in dia. and can handle wrap with 
a 2” or 3” core.

KSWHAND

Item# Size Color Material Price
KSWHAND 9.625" x 3.375" x 15.125" Black Steel $49.63

Quickblade Self-Retracting Utility 
Knives
When time is of the essence and you need a quick, safe way to cut cartons 
open, Labelmaster’s Self-Retracting Utility Knives are the right choice.
These have an advanced, high-tech release dial and an integrated hinged 
design that enables blades to be changed without tools in seconds. They 
use DuraTip® safety point blades to prevent damage to box contents and 
have a spring-loaded blade slider that automatically retracts for safety 
when not in use. Quickly cut through boxes and packaging materials with 
these safe and easy-to-use warehouse cutting tools.

KBLADE20AR

Item# Description Size Color Material Unit Price
KBLADE20AR Self-Retracting 

Utility Knife
6.75" x 1.25" Orange Metal Each $8.31

KBLADE92SBS Replacement Blades 2.75" x 0.5" Gray Steel Pack of 100 $14.95

Pocket Cutter™ Utility Knives
When you need a box cutter that is safe to use and can be thrown away 
when you're finished, Labelmaster’s Pocket Cutter™ Disposable Safety 
Knife is the perfect choice. This knife is so safe that you can keep it in 
your pocket. The blade stays inside until you make contact with a cutting 
surface, then it retracts inside when you’re finished. There are no blades to 
replace. Simply throw the cutter away once your tasks are complete.

KPOCKET

Item# Description Size Material Price
KPOCKET Pocket Cutter™ Disposable Safety Knife 6" x 1.75" Plastic $6.10

Break Away Knives
When you need a safe, everyday box cutter, Labelmaster’s SteelTrack® 
Snap Knives are the answer. These have a steel track, rigid blade channel 
that allows for quick blade changes. Just snap the blade sections off to 
reveal a new cutting edge. They also feature a locking mechanism to keep 
them safe when not in use and a pocket clip. Safely cut through boxes and 
packaging materials with these easy-to-use warehouse cutting tools.KBLADE11050

Item# Description Color Material Price
KBLADE11050 SteelTrack® Snap Knife, 13 Point, 3/8" 

Break Away Blades, Self-Locking
Black/Yellow Plastic $0.68

KBLADE11051 SteelTrack® Snap Knife, 8 Point, 3/4" 
Break Away Blades, Self-Locking

Black/Yellow Plastic $1.19
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